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Ali Munhanif

Islam and the Struggle for Religious Pluralism
in Indonesia; A Political Reading of the
Religious Thought of Mukti Ali

Abstraksi: Problem dialog antar-urnat beragama merupakan salah satu
udcand penting dalam perkembangan pemikiran keagamaan Indonesia
modern. Salah seorang intelektual Muslim terkemuka yang menaruh
minat besar terhadap Tedcdna pemikiran keagamazn ini adalah Prof. H.
A. Mukti Ali, manun Menteri Agama Republik Indonesiayangpernah
menjabat sebagai Rektor IAIN Yogakarta.

Dalam pandangan banyak orang, Mukti Ali dikenal sebagai tokoh
Muslim yang memiliki pemikiran keislaman yang beragam. Ia, berlatar
belakang santri tradisional dan menjadi tokoh organisasi reoiaalis,
Muhammadiyah, adalah pelopor Ilmu Perbandingan Agama di Indone-
sia, Ia juga dikenal sebagai tokoh yang memilih problem dialog antar'
umat beragama di Indonesia sebagai 'pekerjaan abadi' sepanjang
hidupnya. Tak kalah pentingnya, Mukti Ali merupakan Menteri Agama
Indonesia yang melakukan re-orienasi penting dalam kebijaksanaan
politik-keagamaan di masa Orde Baru.

Dengan begitu, perjalanan pentikiran keislarnan dan politik Mukti
Ali juga menampilkan citra intelektual yang berlauanan. Mukti Ali,
pada satu sisi, disebut sebagai tokoh Muslim terpenting yang telah
memperjuangkzn pluralisme keagamaan di Indonesia. Pemikirannya
tentang dialog antar-umat beragama dirujuk sebagai r.!)acdna tersendiri
kerukunan umat beragama Indonesia, khususnya ketika ketegangan dan
konflik hubungan dntdr dgdma mencapai tingkat yang paling intens,
antdra uhun 1968 dan 1979. Tapi, pada sisi yang lain, ia juga dituduh
sebagai agen politik Orde Baru yang menjalankan kebijaksanaan
sekularisasi. Tuduhan tersebut terutdmd berkaian dengan peran Mukti
Ali dalam kontrooersi Undang-undang Perkauinan tdhun 1973. Juga,
ia diduga memainkan peran penting dalam usaha Orde Barhtwntuk
mernasukkan Aliran Kepercayaan ke dalam barisan agnmd-d'gdrbaresmi
yang diakui di Indonesia. Atas dasar itu, banyak orang beranggdpdn

bahwa hampir sepanjang harir politiknya, pemikiran dan kebijaksanazn
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keagamaan Mukti Ali merupakan model bagaimana pemerintdh Orde
furu melakukzn koopusi terhddap kkm Indonesia modem.

Tapi, terlepas dari peristiua politik tertentu, pertdnydan ydng pdtut
diajukan: benarkah pemikiran keagamaan Mukti Ali telah mengalami
penjinakan oleh Orde Baru? Dalam konteks yang lebih luas, benarkab
Mukti Ali, bersama kebij aksanaan po litik-keagamaznnya, menj adi agen
s e ku laris asi ? Kalau di am ati s e c ar a s e ks am a perj akn an h i dup M ukti A li -
masa kanak-kanaknya di keluarga santri tradisional, aktif di
Muhammadiyah, melanjutkan pendidikan di Pakbtan dan di McGill
University, Kanada, lalu meniti karir sebagai Menteri Agama-arah
pemikiran Mukri Ali menunjukkan kurpa yang konsisten. Setidaknya,
dari periode aual karir intelektualnya hingga sehabis masa jabaan
kementeriannya, Mukti Ali tidak mengalami perubahan pemikiran
berarti. Hal itu membuktikan babaa kesimpukn mutgenai koopwsi Orde
Baru atas pemikiran Mukti Ali ridak menemukan pijakan yang solid.

Sepulangnya dari McGill, Kanada, 1957, Mukri Ali memang sudah
berkqtakinan kuat bahua masalah-masalah keagamaan masyarakat
modern, tidak hanya menyangkut uilayah iman (f.aith). Tapi juga
bersinggungan dengan fenomena sosial, politik dan kebudayaan. Bagi
Mukti Ali, berbicara tentang "dgdnta", tentu saja mendiskusikan banyak
hal seperti tentang iman, sistem ajarannya, atau penerima.an atds aturan-
dturdn ritus dari iman itu. Tetapi, apabila seorang Muslim, seordng
Kristen, seorang Hindu, atau seorang Buddhis melihat diri dan
kelompoknya, adalah naluri tentang komunias y4ng muncul dengan
sendirinya. Karena itu, prinsip ydng mengontrol perilaku keagamazn
seseordng memiliki makna sosial dan politik yang didasarkan pada
perasaan so lidarias komunal.

Tentu saja, bagi Mukti Ali, tidak semua lapisan sosial masyarakat
beragama dapat menerima pesdn dialog semdcdm ini. Tapi ia percaya
bahua ada lapisan-lapisan maryarakat yang baik secdrd intelektual
maupun religious siap diajak, untuk berdialog. Untuk itu ia mendirikan
sebuah forum yang angotanya terdiri dari tokoh agama, cendekiauan,
mahasisana, ilmuwan yang berasal dari seluruh maryarakat beragama,
yakni: Forum Dialo g Anar-Masyarakat Beragama,

Dengan demikian, pemikiran keagamann Mukti Ali mengoreskan
titik penting dakm sejarah agama bangsa Indonesia Kegigihannya dakm
me mperj uan gkan sem angat p luralias agdmd- dgdma, keterbukaznnya
dalam.^rremahami tradisi dgdmanya sendiri, Islam, boleh jadi akan
meni,r&ulkan prddugd yang berlebihan bagi banyak kalangan. Tetapi,
bal itu:tid.ak akan memperhecil sumbangannya terhadap upaya dalam
membangun sebuah 'payung'di bawah ntdnamasydrakat beragama In-
donesia dapat bertemu dan berkumpul sebagai sebuah bangsa.
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T t is hoped that this article will be the first of many biographical

I studies presenting the rich and varied aspects of Mukti Ali's reli-r- gious thought. Such an undertaking would, I believe, present a

definite view of Mukti Ali in the history of Indonesian Muslim con-
temporary thought that may be considered as a political reading of
his thought, albeit a reading that is concerned with politico-religious
Dnenomena.

By political reading is meant not a theological or philosophical
formulation analogous to biographical studies as such, bur, rarher, an
understanding of the role of Mukti Ali within the context of the
Indonesian political constellation. These ideas are clearly expressed
in both Mukti Ali's political concerns and his religious queit, and,
thus, provide the basic framework for the intellectual portrait of Mukti
Ali. I wish to argue, however, that Mukti Ali's works alone are nor a

sufficient source for the understanding of his religious thought. Hence,
in my research for this study I have relied on a variety of primary and
secondary sources. The most important source is, of course, Mukti
Ali's own works. These have been preserved bv the DeDartment of
Religious Affairs' publication enritied Agama dan Pemiangunan di
Indonesia (Religion and Developmenr in Indonesia), 3 vols. There
are some other important works as well.

I shall, first of all, present the biography of Mukti Ali and then,
some discussion of his intellectual, religious, and political concerns
will follow.

A Santri Family at Balun-Saudagaran, Cepu;
The Formative Years

Cepu, the native location of A. Mukti Ali, was one of the petty
regions of the north mountainous land of Java which was long under
the overlordship of the Dutch Petroleum Company. k came to promi-
nence in the twentieth century due in particular to its abundant pro-
duction of wood (jati), orl and tobacco. During the early decades of
this century, it was involved in voluminous tobacco trade with other
big cities in Java such as Yogyakarra, Surabaya, Semarang and even
Batavia.l

Like most people during the Dutch colony, most Cepu residents
supponed themselves through, firstly, working as labor for the Dutch
Jati plantation, or for the oil company, and, secondly, by becoming
traders. Starting in 1891, about twenty five years after the Dutch
opened jati plantations in most of the Blora regions, the Cepu resi-

St4di4 Isldmih4, Vol. 3,No. 1, 1996
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dents became wealthier with the discovery of oil in every single area

of land between Cepu and east of Blora. Henceforth, Cepu was quickly
transformed into a business city under the colonial patronage. Many
people benefitted from this development and easily increased their
sources of livelihood. One of these was Mukti Ali's father who was

well known as one of the successful tobacco traders in Cepu.

Mukti Ali's father, named Idris, or Haji Abu Ali after performing
hishajjpilgrimage to Mecca, was a rich and pious man living in the

business town of Balun-Saudagaran. He was admired as a charitable
man, in particular for patronizing religious activities. Thus, Islam -
obviously santri - became a strong and enduring tradition in the life
of Abu Ali's family.

As indicated by its name, Baltn-Saudagardn - meaning the area

of trading people - was well known as a village of non-bureaucratic

upper class families of Cepu, especially those who were associated

with santri communities. In the same town, in which Mukti AIi's
family continued to live even after he became the Minister of Reli-
gious Affairs, he was born in August, 1923, and named: Boedjono'2
To this day he often returns to this town of his birthplace to resume

his life in a large home among the members of his family and rela-

tives.
Although Boedjono's father, Abu Ali, had a poor education, he

was open and modern in the serlse that his children - especially the
male children - received some education.3 He therefore brought a

teacher to teach his children in their early years to read the Qur'ln.
In this respect, Boedjono never left his teacher and showed an ex-

traordinary desire for learning. At the age of seven or eight, he was

sent to Dutch elementary education in Cepu which later became the
HIS or Dutch Native School. At the same time, filling in the after-
noons, he also started studying at a ma.drasab (traditional Islamic

school), training in the Qur'lnic reading and religious knowledge.
As Abu Ali could expect from the performance of his son, in both
schools Boedjono became an exemplary student in terms of moral
standing and academic achievement. Among his peers, according to
his school mates, Boedjono was known not only as a highly'refined
boy, but also as a rich student with the heart and spirit of a com-
moner.

Eight years later, when he was fifteen years old, Boedjono com-
pleted his studies and earned a certificate from the school for Lower
Government Officers Klein Ambtenar Examen) of Cepu. In mid of
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1940, Boedjono was then sent by his father ro rhe Pondok Pesantren
of Termas,a about 170 kilometers away from his home. founded bv
K.H. Abdul Manan (1830-1362) and continued by his son, K.H
Muhammad Mahfudh.5It is difficult to undersrand why Abu Ali pre-
ferred his son to study at the pesantren, rather than at Dutch school.
Mukti Ali himself cannot recall his father's decision. He just argues
that. "my father was a man with a high respecr for byais (religious
teachers), especially those who claim to be'sa1ryid' descendents. In
his late years, my father even withdrew from the family business and
spent his time in urekatI think it was within these kind of notions
that he wished to see his children being pious."6 Henceforrh, as far as
Mukti Ali can remember, the purpose of his father's decision was
probably:

. ... to give the young boy a chance to pursue his religious knowledge,
Vhile yet a child, I loved to listen to stories of the bitter struggle of the
prophets against their enemies. My father also told me that I distinguished
myself by having a great interest in the Islamic religion when I ** siill .t .
tender age. I think ir is for this reason thar my father wanted me ro continue
these srudies ar Pesantren, rather than in Dutch schools.T

From this pesantren, another stage began in the life of the young
Boediono.

Studies and Early Political Activities
In Termas (now a small town in the Easrern Java province)

Boedjono was admitted to study at the intermediate level of the
pesantren which used the vestern schooling sysrem (sistem madrasi).8
Considering the traditional pattern of the learning sysrem used in
most of the pesantrens at that time, the question arises as to how the
pesanten of Termas was actually capable of adopting the rVestern
schooling sysrem, instead of the traditional one. According ro Mukti
Ali, it was probably some educational innovations which have been
undertaken by the three kyais of the pesanrren in 1932, i.e., K.H.
Hamid Dimyati, K.H. Abul Hamid of Pasuruan, and K.H. Ali
Ma'shum of Termas. Despite his studies at rhe pesantren, Boedjono
was obliged to follow ngaji kiab (book recitation), a traditional sys-
tem of learning which is typified by a group of students following,
writing and listening to what is taught by an instructor. It was in this
ngaji activity that Boedjono felt that the pesantren gave him an ability
to appreciate the intellectual herirage ot Islamic civilization, and -
due to its advanced study marerials - widened his religious outlook.e

Strdia [slamiha, VoL 3, No. 1, 1996
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However, the pesantren of Termas is not the only place where
Boedjono spent his study years while he was young. There are some
other pesantrens which helped shape in him an open attitude to-
wards religious knowledge. These are: the pesdntren of Tebuireng,

Jombang, for studying the science of hadith; the pesantrez of Lasem,
Rembang, for studying Islamic jurisprudence; and the pesantren of
Padangan, Tuban. This, Mukti Ali asserts, often took the form of
short terms of training (about two months) conducted during the
months of Sha'bln and Ramadin.

But Termas was to be the most important in the development of
Boedjono's personality. There are two unforgettable incidents which
transformed him into a person with a religious as well as an intellec-
tual ethos. Firstly, having lived in Termas for three years, one night,
K.H. Abdul Hamid, called him and said that he wished Boedjono to
change his Javanese name to a more Islamic one. Mukti Ali tells us:

That night, kyai Hamid proposed that I replace Boedjono with Abdul
Mukti, because the latter was his own name before going to Mecca. I was
surprised, but also glad, given that this request must be for a certain purpose.
I believed that ir was a kind of honor. For me, to change a name among

Javanese people is common, like in my family. But, to receive a name from
hyaiis not experienced by every one. For the name holder, it is a kind of a

moral challenge. It is a blessing too."10

Therefore, Boedjono happily told his family the story, when he
returned to his home for a vacation two months latter. His father has

strongly agreed and, even added his second name "Ali" to be put in
his family name: Abdul Mukti Ali. \flith full of traditional ceremo-
nies, beginning t943, Boedjono officially applied to become Abdul
Mukti Ali; Abdul Mukti being taken f.rom byai Hamid's gift, and Ali
from his father's name.

The second unforgettable experience was regarding his decision
to abandon his sufi inclination. It is apparent that Mukti Ali's family
background, which highly respected the ascetic religious life, (his fa-

ther and his older brother were members of the QAdiriyyah urekat
of Cepu), influenced his decision to enter a Samarqand arekat circle
in Termas led by kyai Hamid Dimyati. Having been more devoted
to the arekat life, byai Dimyati suddenly advised him to stop his
activities in the circle.

Of course, I was not happy with this, I was so interested in tarekat.Btt
the reality came with a different thing. I remember exactly word for word
what kyai Dimyati said: "This is not your world. There is no talent in you
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to be a sufi Qnutasawaifl.If you will deepen your knowledge, read, Milhiq al"
Nadar by al-GhazAli. And I myself will teach you." I then tried to reflecr
that there mry be a bikmah (blessing) in the furure. I just listened to and
accepted it, finally.

It was in the meeting with kyai Dimyati that his sad feeling was
relieved. The book of Milhilq al-Nadar (Theory of Analysis) which
contains the principles of logic in al-GhazAli's philosophy re-opened
Mukti Ali's mind to choose the book as his additional reading acriv-
ity, instead ofthe tarekat.

In the course of these religious experiences, whilst at Termas Mukti
Ali was admired by his fellow sdntris (students of the pesantren) for
his passionate interest in knowledge and his ability to organize po-
litical activities. He used any political issue or significant evenr as an
occasion for activities in the pesanrren: the spread of the spirit of
nationalism at the end of.79++, the emergence of Masjumi in Jakarta,
the foundation of Hizbullah, and so forth, were only a few examples.
In Termas, too, Mukti Ali formed a small circle of like-minded friends
to whom he confined his political ideas. Among rhese were sons of
the byais and others who have remained close associates of Mukti Ali
throughout his political career.

It is not surprising therefore that during his fifth year in Termas,
in 1945, as was the case with most students of the pesantrens during
the Dutch colony in the fourth decade of the cenrury, Mukti Ali and
his friends soon found rhemselves involved in a local movemen!, or
pergerakan, that was spreading like wild-fire. The movement included
young santris, civil servants, Muslim teachers from different parts of
the city. This movement was in the beginning free from any party
identity. It was a rather civilian political movement in its aims and
characters, but with a national ideology as its preference. Mukti Ali,
as one of the main actors of the movement, honestly states that the
movement was simply motivated by the commirment of their reli-
gious teachers, such as K.H. Hasyim Asy'ari - in terms of religious
spirit - and their national leaders such as Soekarno - in terms of
national independence.

But, in its development, this movement became a paramilitary
group, immediately after Masjumi took control of it, and transformed
it into the Masjumi paramilitary wing, the Hizbuliah branch of
Termas. It is worth mentioning here that for many youths in the
middle of. L945, independence and freedom from colonial rulers were
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the nucleus of fire burning in their souls. Benedict R.O.G. Anderson
strongly argues that "the Indonesian revolution was a youth revolu-
tion (Rnolusi Pemoeda)."11 It is observed that the first revolutionary
movement, especially in Jakarta, occurred among the youth. As early
as August L945, a central Committee composed exclusively of young
military personnel was formed. It was this Committee which, ac-

cording to Anderson, actively propagated the political spirit that the
only means to liberate the country from colonial exploitation was

through a military revolution. It is not too difficult to see, therefore,
that when Masjumi tried to transform Mukti Ali's youth movement
into a paramilitary movement under Hizbullah of Termas, he had
no objections. He thus urged his close friends to join the military
corps of Hizbullah.

Mukti Ali himself was strongly attracted to involvement in the
military. He thus returned home to Cepu, first, in order to ask for
permission from his family. 'S7hat he hoped from this permission
was to receive appreciation and encouragement, and to work with
them as his friends did. It was nonetheless unfortunate for him to
find that his father did not allow him to be involved in the military.
"I sent you to Termas not to become a soldier. But to study, to be-

come somebody (untuk jadi orang)..."12 These are the words that his
father said with anger. His mother was also sorry to imagine her
beloved son fighting in the battle field against the Dutch. Realizing
his family's anger, Mukti Ali could not defy his father's order be-

cause of his indebtness to the latter. As a son with a strong religious
background, he was able to accept the situation, and so canceiled
joiningHizbullah with composure. However, he returned to Termas
to be involved in the political movement; not as a soldier, but as a

member of Masyumi.
The following year, Mukti Ali finished -or more precisely- ter-

minated his studies in Termas. His concern with the political situa-
tion during the eariy independence of Indonesia led to his political
career continuing. Int946, he was elected as a member of the Peopie's

Representatives (Deuan Pensakilan Rakyar) of the Blora District rep-

resenting the Masjumi party. It was in this early political activity that
his understanding of the condition of the Muslim community in In-
donesia took shape. As one may perceive, the Muslim communities

-meaning Santri- in early Indonesia were less developed than oth-
ers (Chrsitian, Priyayi and Abangaz people) in social, political and

economic terms. More important still is that Muslims were suspi-
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cious of the concept of the newly created modern, national state of
Indonesia.

Even though Mukti Ali became a political figure in Masjumi, ex-
posed to all sorts of Islamic aspirations, he remained constant in his
interest in knowledge. His early studies of the Qur'An, his training in
the village rnadrasah, and his religious devotion at Termas, all re-
mained the main framework of his decision to enroll at the Sekolah
Tinggi Isknr, STI (Islamic College), which became Universitas Islam
Indonesia (tIQ, in Yogyakarta in L947. He was admitted as a prepa-
ratory student in the Faculty of Religious Studies.

Here, Mukti Ali was highly impressed by the personality of K.H.
Mas Mansur, a public figure in Muhammadiyah (founded in L9L2)
and one of the sympathetic lecturers at the STI. He was particularly
attracted by l{yaiMas Mansur's method of lecturing which was more
oriented towards reason and humanity than simply repetition of tra-
dition -relying on his study experience of traditional instruction at
Termas- which trains the students to read texts rather than to un-
derstand them in a certain context. It appears that, at the STI, Mukti
Ali found what he had searched for; a method of religious studies
with a rational and comprehensive approach. He therefore wished to
study with kyai Mas Mansur and followed his involvement in the
Muhammadiyah of Yogyakarta. As one may expect, Mukti Ali was
gladly admitted, and this brought him to enter this puritan-modern-
ist organization, leaving his traditional santri background, and, of
course, his family's affiliation toward Nahdlatul Ulama (founded in
re26).

But, again, his studies were interrupted by the arrival of the Dutch
in Yogyakarta and political steps towards a military clash in 1948.
Mukti Ali, being called by his patriotic spirit, immediately joined a

military corps, Angkzan PerangSabil,APS (the Divine Armed Forces)
under the leadership of K.H. Abdurrahman of Kedungbanteng. One
of his battle mates in the corps, who has continued to be a close
associate, was Mr. Burhanuddin Harahap who became Prime Minis-
ter of Indonesia in 1961.

The months of the military clash at Yogyakarta were of profound
and far-reaching consequence in the life of Muhti Ali. It was lived
with great intensity both before and after its appearance -inaugu-
rated by the General Attack of March, 1949- the turning point of a
nation's history. But, at the same time, this clash was also felt with
fear, pressure and threat. It brought with it uncenainties, mistrust,
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and national chaos which prevailed as long as the military fight con-
tinued to unfold. It was this disturbing situation which, according to
the accounts of Mukti Ali, occupied the minds of students like him.
This is because his interest was in knowledge, as he always would
follow his father's message. Therefore, after Yogyakarta was recap-

tured and the government of Indonesia was re-established, Mukti Ali
accepted his parent's suggestion that he perform the bajjpilgrimage
to Mecca, with the condition that he would be supported to con-

tinue his studies at the Haram Mosque (Masjidal-Haram),Mecca,for
a couple of years.

Together with his younger brother, in 1950, Mukti Ali finally
traveled to Mecca. For Mukti Ali, going to Mecca and becoming a

"hQi" wasactually a means to fulfill his intellectual pasion for knowl-
edge.

From Karachi to Montreal; a Remarkable Change
Mukti Ali arrived in Mecca at the end of 1950. There was not

much to say about this city except his ritual activities and his struggle
to pursue his studies. Mecca, in Mukti Ali's account, was a "big town"
patterned by a medieval style of life. The people who lived in this
city, both the permanent residents and immigrants, were also less

educated. Not until after ayear living in Mecca after performing his

hajj rituals, did Mukti Ali plan to leave the city. Having learned from
the advice of H. Imron Rosyadi S.H., the Consular of Jeddah at that
time, who said that he should not expect anything from study in
Mecca, Mukti Ali then thought about continuing his studies in Cairo,
Egypt.However, he finally decided to go to Karachi, Pakistan, after
realizing that there were a few close associates of Imron Rosyadi whom
he might ask for help. In the following month, he travelled to Paki-
stan and arrived at Karachi in the spring of 1951.

Vith his abilities in Arabic, Dutch and English, Mukti AIi was

admitted to the undergraduate program of the Faculty of Arabic Lit-
erature, the University of Karachi. He took Islamic history as his
major subject. Having known that the study method used in the uni-
versity was well established, Mukti Ali soon devoted himself to study
activities in Karachi. He read many books on Islamic civilization,
and met many fellow students who had a clear vision of Islam. Among
his associates in the university were Khurshid Ahmad, later to be-

come a spokesperson of Islamic revivalism in Pakistan, and Aziz
Ahmad who became an advocate of Islamic neo-modernism. Most
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important of all was that Mukti Ali became acquainred with a num-
ber of Western-orientalist scholars who wrote on Islam, some of
whom he befriended later while he was studying at McGill Univer-
sity, Canada.

Having completed his undergraduate studies and reached the Ph.D
level of the program for Islamic studies - which he did in a period of
five years - at the university, he prepared to return to Indonesia. It
goes without saying that whether or nor Mukti Ali finished his dis-
sertation and, accordingly, graduated and earned a Ph.D. degree from
the University of Karachi. Vhat is certain is that, while he was work-
ing on his Ph.D. program, Mukti Ali received a letter from Anwar
Haryono, a former Secretary General of Masjumi and now director
of the Council of Islamic Mission in Indonesia (Deuan Dakuah
Islamlryah Indonesia), urging him to proceed with his studies ar rhe
Institute of Islamic Studies, McGill University, Monrreal, Canada.
This was the news which, as our sources indicate, led him not only
to cancel his plan ro rerurn home, but also to leave his Ph.D. to
pursue another study program at the McGill Institure of Islamic Stud-
ies.13

Mukti Ali is a man with a passionare interest in knowledge. Al-
though he had spent several years ar rhe University, he could not
reject this opportunity. As one may expecr, in the 1950s, studying at
the a Vestern university was a personal privilege. Therefore, having
confirmed to the Indonesian Embassy in Pakistan that this news was
correct, he set out for Montreal, Canada. He reached Montreal in fall
of. L955, and started studying at the university majoring in Compara-
tive Religion.

It was at McGill that Mukti Ali's understanding of Islam and its
religious tradition changed remarkably. This, in my view, resulted
from his close friendship with the professors ar rhe Insrirure, mosr
notably \flilfred Cantwil Smith, an-Islamicist with symparheric ex-
pertise on hlam who became Mukti Ali's supervisor.

In this respect, Mukti Ali said that he was really excited to learn
that the program of Islamic studies at the Institute was presented in a

systematic, rational, and - in his own words -"holistic" fashion: its
doctrines, history and civilization. At McGill, roo, he found the pri-
mary aim of studying Islam, or religion, to be a total attempt of how
a religious tradition can adapt itself to the challenges of moderniza-
tion. To this end, he asserts the need for introducing an empirical
approach to Islam as a means of re-interpretation of its doctrines in
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the context of modernity. For Mukti Ali, such an aPProach to Islam,

which is often ignored by hlamic traditional instructions in pesantren,

would bring Islam and the Muslim society to accept and even sympa-

thize with some important discourses of modernism such as intellec-
tual freedom, the concept of the state, the rights of women, and dia-

logue among religious communities.
It is also worth mentioning here that although McGill gave him a

new horizon of Islamic thought, Mukti Ali did not integrate his new

findings and his intellectual contradictions continued. It is apparent

that while he was at McGill and also after he returned to Indonesia,

Mukti Ali was unable - or unwilling - to develop further his own
system of thought. Therefore, however much progress his ideas and

spirit made, he could not formulate them into a more clear vision of
thought. This was evident when, in 1970, Ahmad Vahib, one of his

younger colleagues in Yogyakarta who knew Mukti Ali very well,
wrote in his diary:

'... throughout his [Mukti Ali's] intellectual career in Indonesia, as a

Muslim scholar, he seems not to have had a strong desire to integrate his

contradictory ideas. Mukti Ali, if I may describe him, is a thinker within the

process of transition, but, unfortunately, he lets the transition itself go on

for ever. Therefore, he looks like a person who has put one foot across the

bridge but left the other behind. This is because he does not realize that

uansition has to be evolved contradictions. Oh, poor the man who experi-

ences contradictions, but does not try to solve them.t*

However, there is a positive benefit regarding Mukti Ali's posi-

tion in Indonesian intellectual history. His decision to major in Com-
parative Religion and his close friendship with Vilfred Cantwel Smith
have placed him as the first Muslim scholar in Indonesia to be an

expert in the field. \flithin two years, he completed his Masters de-

gree in 1957, with a thesis on Bibliographical Studies of the

Muhammadiyah Moztement in Indonesia.

Introducing the Science of Comparative Religion
By the middle o{ 7957, Mukti Ali returned to Indonesia with a

strong desire to serve his county by teaching and lecturing. The first
weeks after his arrival in Jakarta were filled with less activity. The
vast changes in the social and political situation in the country dur-

ing the decade of the 1950s made him realize that he apparentiy knew
nothing about his nation. It was hard to Mukti Ali -who had just

left his schooling years- to enter this new situation with his exPecta-
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tions. Mukti Ali reflects in his memoirs, written fifty years later, on
his feelings in those days.

They were long, long days, filled with doubts and expectations. I was so

blind about my own country. I had left this country for only seven years,

but the situation was so different. I witnessed, at that time, ideological con-
flicts which were acknowledged in the political scene. There was a tension
among religious communities in Java as well. Again, there was a threatening
power from rhe Communist people to take control of the nation, and so on.
By then, I realized that 'I did not know exactly what was going on'.15

It is understandable for that Mukti Ali was not able to work im-
mediately in the field that he desired. The years after the midst of the
democratic crisis in 1957, as many observers on Indonesia will note,
were the most disturbing turn in Indonesian history. In early L957,

Soekarno - as President and the Great Commander of the Indone-
sian Revolution - took some important steps towards form of Indo-
nesian politics called'Guided Democracy' (Demokrasi Terpimpin).
M.C. Riclefs characterizes this system of politics as "a fluid system,
born of crisis and constantly changing through the most disturbed
period of Indonesian history since the revolution."16 The political
machinery of this system was entirely dominated by the personality
of Soekarno, although he shared the initiative for its introduction
with the army and party leadership. He therefore represented a cen-

ter of legitimacy and 'guidancei for governmental policy at that time.17

A11 of this is true in Mukti Ali's account. The personality of
Soekarno - who hated stability, order and predictability; but wanted
continuing revolution and mass mobilization - influenced many as-

pects of political life in the country. The circumstances of the
Indonesia's guided democracy, as Mukti Ali sadly felt, can be de-

scribed as having created increasing political intrigues and conflicts
which manifested in social and cultural significance. On the surface,
parties were clearly on the defensive, but their mutual antagonism
was too great for them to work together in defence of the parliamen-
tary system. Henceforth, as Mukti Ali put it, "there were many po-
litical divisions and conflicts within the single nation. Some of them
were even totally irreconcilable."ls

In April 1957 Sukarno announced a'functional cabinet' (Kabinet
Karya) under the non-party politician Djuanda Kartawidjaja, a sen-

sible man with an understanding of economics, as Prime Minister.
Three Deputy Prime Ministers were appointed: the PNI's Hardi, the
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NU's K.H. Idham Chalid, and Dr. Johannes Leimena of the Chris-
tian Party. Although the cabinet had no PSI or PKI members in it, at

heart it was a coalition of the Communists sympathizers through
two main political forces: the leftist PNI and the NU.le

The political implications of this scene were not entirely profit-
able to Muslims, particularly those who belonged to Masjumi.
Masjumi and some organizations and government bodieswhich were

associated with it were pushed out as the main actors in the political
constellation. This conditioned the Muslims to be confrontative to-

wards the state. In Mukti Ali's opinion, "the Muslims have generally

considered all this to be part of a plan to repress the Islamic political
aspiration."2o This was the situation when Mukti Ali arrived in

Jakarta.
F{owever, his meeting with K.H. Fakih flsman, the former Min-

ister of Religious Affairs, enabled him to work in an administrative
bureau in the Ministry of Religious Affairs. In that meeting too Mukti
Ali expressed his strong desire to teach at one of Islamic colleges be-

longing to the Ministry of Religious Affairs. "I will be glad," as he

said to kyai Usman, "if I can teach the students at that college." Kyai
lJsman then replied: "W'hy don't you start working here fin the De-

partmentl. I will be offering that position shortly."21

Mukti Ali was fortunate, in this respect, that in July 1957 the
Department had recently founded two higher educational institu-
tions, Akademi Dinas llmu Agama, ADIA (State Academy for the

Science of Religion) in Jakarta and Perguruan Tingi Agama Islam
Negeri, PTAIN, (the College of Islamic Studies), both having now
become the Institute of Islamic Studies (Il\ntQ.These institutions were

initially intended to fulfil the need for administrative officers for the
Department of Religious Affairs. Now they had become educational
institutions, devoted themselves to religious and Islamic instruction,
equal to other universities supervised by the Department of Educa-

tion and Culture. Having been involved in the Department, Mukti
Ali was soon appointed to teach some courses at the IAIN in Jakarta
beginning 1958. He married in the same year to a woman whom he

knew through byai Usman.
In August 1960, the IAIN opened a study program of Compara-

tive Religion.2 Mukti Ali was immediately appointed by the Minis-
try of Religious Affairs to lead the Department of Comparative Reli-
gion at the Institute, both in Jakarta and in Yogyakarta. It was the
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policy of the IAIN rectors that Mukti Ali was also commissioned to
formulate the curriculum and the study instructions of the program,
since he was the only IAIN lecturer who had studied the Science of
Comparative Religion in depth.

In this respect, Mukti Ali was definitely aware that for many
Muslims in Indonesia, even for those who have a higher educational
background, the science of Comparative Religion is a new phenom-
enon in studying religion. The field of Islamic studies is not excluded.
Until recently, and for some Muslim scholars to date, doctrinal and
ideological preferences have rendered scientific methods of studying
religion (Islam) an intellectual stigma or crime. Islamic studies, as

Mukti Ali observed in the 1960s, were narrowly confined ro certain
traditional subjects within an Islamic classical heritage, text books or
branches of knowledge (such as fiqh), and deviation was considered
heretical or meaningless. It may in fact be argued that a scientific
approach to religion, including hlam, is, as an ideal, a historical re-
quirements due to the socio-religious reality in Indonesia and the rise
of scientific method in the modern world.z

In addition, Mukti Ali also felt that Indonesian Muslims, the'ukmA'
in particular, have assumed that this science was imported from the
Wist. Therefore, they have come to suspecr everyrhing related ro rhe
science of Comparative Religions. In fact, there are classical Muslim
scholars who are genuinely interested in the science of comparative
religions as a rich discipline and intellectual discussion worthy of
their concern. Indeed some have contributed grearly ro religious schol-
arship and hence to a greater appreciation of world religions in all
their aspects. In an introductory article on the development of the
science of Comparative Religion in Indonesia, Mukti Ali observed
that:

... perceiving Comparative Religion as a science imporred from the rlZest

is not correct. There are many Muslim scholars in Medieval Islam who were
sincerely interested in sharing their faith with others without any coercion
or ulterior motives, Based on this, I do believe that it is the Muslim scholars
who establish the foundations of the methodology.of comparative religions.

\fle have to know therefore that great books such as At-Fasbl fi Al-Mihl ua
al-Nihal by 'Ali ibn Hezm (994-1Q64), or Al-Mihl ua al-Nihal by Muhammad
'Abd al-Karim al-Sahrastini (1017-1143) discussed many topics abour com-
parative religions, especially on Judaism and Christianiry.2a

Therefore, it is the tradition of Islamic scholarship which estab-
lished the science of Comparative Religion. Yet so many Muslim
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thinkers have been unwilling to continue their own intellectual tra-

dition.
Based on this and other norions, Mukti Ali's concern is therefore

not to introduce to the IAIN students the Science of Comparative

Religion as such, but rather the spirit which nurrured it along with
reviilization of traditional Islamic scholarship and appreciation of
other world religions. More precisely, the science of Comparative

Religion to be diveloped in Indonesia musr be concerned with the

wayi Muslims have pirceived their own intellectual traditions and,

by the same roken, rheir position in a modern multi-religious coun-

iy in order to preserve the religious pluralism. Mukti Ali's book,

Ilmu Perbandin[an Agama: Pmganur tenangMetodos dan Sisuna ffhe
Science of comparative Religions: Introduction ro the Method and

System) ser rhe rone and provided the themes for that subsequent

concern. It is, therefore, important that we dwell on this text book in

some detail.5
In general, the issues discussed in the science of Comparative Re-

ligion-are patterned with "an attempt to understand and to explain

th1 religious phenomena of a belief with regard ro orher religions."26

Its main objective is "to observe the basic characteristics of a certain

religious belief in order to raise a respect and appreciation,."r Mukti
Ali gives the means by which the study of comparative religions can

be effective. These are: firstly, the history of religion, secondly, the

philosophy of religion, and thirdly, ethnography and sociology (so-

iial sciencet. This, Mukti Ali asserts, often took the form of imple-

menting an empirical approach to religious phenomena.28

A11 this is rrue for scholars in Medieval Islam. Mukti Ali points

out rhar the questions regarding the problems of the divinity of Jesus,

of the Bible, and of the prophets of Israel have been put to Muslim

thinkers in a great variety of formulations throughout Islamic his-

tory. There is, to be sure, a positive arritude among those thinkers

towards other religious traditions such as Christianity and Judaism,
including primitive religions. Among the earliest works on rhe com-

pararive ii"dy of religions is al-Fashl fi al-Milal ua al-Abuhl ua al-

Nihat (Expositions on Sects of Religion and Philosophy) by'Ali ibn

]-jazm (li+-too+). Here, Mukti Ali shows the ethos of empiricism

performed by ibn Hazm.It is followed, to menrion a few orher names,

6y Muhammad Abd al-Karim al-shahrastani (107L-1I43) who wrote

oi-Uitot wa al-Nihal (On Religions and Philosophy), Ahmad Sanhaji

al-QarAfi (d. 1235) who wrore al-Aiwibah al-Fakhriyah'an Asl al-Faiirah
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(The Exciting Answers ro rhe Origins of Greek Religions), and, fi-
nally, Ibn Taymiyyah (d. 1323) who wrore al-Jauab dl-Shahth liman
BaddakDin al-Mmih (The Exact Answer to Those \Vho Refute Chris-
tian Faith). There are a few modern Muslim rhinkers who have been
concerned with this compararive study of religions, such as
Muhammad'Abduh, JamAluddin al-AfghXni and Sayyid Amir Ali.D

Vhat Mukti Ali tries ro show by his observation is that there is a
positive attitude among Muslim thinkers rowards other religious rra-
ditions, including primitive religions. This is due, firstly, to the fact
that the Qur'An said much abour Christianity, Judaism and other
faiths of man. Secondly, there is an increased knowledge of the fun-
damental principles of other religious traditions and cultures of the
men and women living by these principles. Most significant of all,
however, has been the change in the map of the political expansion
of the Muslim world, especially since the spread oJ Isl"- to the lands
of christians in Europe , zoroastrians in Pirsia, Hindus in India and
some other parts of central Asia. The fruits of this change may have
been discerned in the works on those religious traditions in hlamic
scholarship ro promore an undersranding of the other faiths of men.

Nevertheless, Islamic scholarship which deals in depth with the
problem of comparative religions has tended to disappiar. This has
notably been the case since the emergence of apologetic works on
christianity (and on the vest) by Muslims in the firsrdecades of this
century. It is not surprising, therefore, as Mukti Ali insists, that the
development of methodology of comparative Religion was turning
to the '$7est in a more profound way. He tells us, "It is the Wesi
which produced the big names of scholars in the field such as Max
Muller (1s28-1900), Emile Durkheim (an-nf),\(.C. Smith (1918)
and so forth."

For Mukti Ali, the methodology of the Comparative Religion
developed in the rvest is nor so different from that of Islamic scholar-
ship: it is a research of empirical facts which rranscends all theologi-
cal and religio-legal considerations.s rhis is because "a student of
comparative Religions is neither concerned with faith nor trying ro
make a judgment of a religion, bur rather concerned with objeciive
knowledge."rl Therefore, among the disciplines listed above, social
sciences are the most important. Basing his argument on Emile
Durkheim's ethnographical studies of the primitive religions of ab-
origines in Australia, Mukti Ali wrote:
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This science tries to compare the origins, stnrctures and characteristics of
various religions in the world, aiming to recognize similarities and differ-
ences in an objective way. The questions that we want to answer are: to
what extent the symbiotic relationship of a religious belief to others can

be determined, how we can typify the superiority and inferiority of world
religions, and so forth.rz

It is important to observe that this notion, which seems to be

inspired by the Darwinian theory of evolution, is meant to disengage

the methodology of Comparative Religions from the apologetic pat-
tern of religious studies that has been dominant in the Medieval Ages.
It is also noteworthy that this is to establish a scientific understand-
ing of religion.

In view of this, the question of motives behind this scientific ap-

proach to religion must be raised. Is it possible for a good Muslim,
Christian, Jew or whoever, to study other religion in an objective
way? Or, is it not dangerous? Mukti Ali has convincingly argued that
for people with a certain religious background "Comparative Reli-
gion should be intended to understand how God has revealed his
religion to mankind through His prophets, and how mankind tries
to respond to it."33 Mukti Ali gives us an example regarding a Mus-
lim who wants to study other religious tradition. To him, because

the science of Comparative Religion tries to objectively describe the
characteristics of a certain religious community; it is not necessary
for a Muslim to feel that he has lost his faith. Neither is it necessary
to account for whether it is true or false. "It is not his task," Mukti
Ali asserts, "to make a judgment of true or false. It is understandable,
of course, that such feelings will arise. But, as a scholar of Compara-
tive Religion should do, we [Muslims] will put them in the right
place."l The science will not therefore result in any problems for a

Muslim's religious faith.
It was observed earlier that the introduction of the Science of Com-

parative Religion is not to give a better understanding of the science

as such, but rather to give rise to greater tolerance among Muslims to
other religious traditions. In connection with this, Mukti Ali puts
forward that the search for objectivity of religious phenomena is only
one aspect of the science of Comparative Religion. Not only does a
student of Comparative Religion have expertise in religious research,
but the inner spirit of the science has also to enrich his own religious
horizon.r5 It must be examined frankly, Mukti Ali said, that the Sci-

ence of Comparative Religion is not merely an academic discourse of
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religious studies; it is a call to be concerned with dialogue between
the religious communities in the world. It is this final aim of the
science that has led Mukti Ali to be one of few Muslim scholars who
has made the field of inter-religious dialogue activities his long-life
concern in Indonesia.

He lived inJakarta until 1964 and moved to Yogyakarta when the
Department of Religious Affairs selected him as in the Rector Assis-
tant for Public Affairs at the IAIN in Yogyakarta.s

From the Chair of Ministry;
Strengthening Faith, Preaching Dialogue

\flith his special expertise and, of course, his active involvement
in inter-religious dialogue, he was soon very much expected to con-
tribute his ideas in the many forums which dealt with the problems
of religious communities. Throughout his intellectual career, mosr
notably in the 1960s and 1980s, he has attended many -narional and
world wide- meetings, conferences, and seminars; given several lec-
tures and courses; and written books and articles dealing more or less

with the cultural and scientific conditions of a modern view of the
religious legacies of the religious communities.

In addition to his conference and teaching activities, Mukti Ali
has been admired by his students at the IAII.{, and by young rising
intellectuals of Yogyakarta for his liberal-minded attitude towards
religious problems. He placed himself as "a guide who wanred to see

the younger generations develop religious [Islamic] thought in mod-
ern Indonesia."37 Generated by this personal concern, between L967
and 797t he accommodated and hosted those young students who
came to his house and created a study circle, called the "Limited
Group", which, in I97I, became a stepping-stone of the "Renewal
Movement of Islamic Thought" (Gerahan Pembaharuan Pemikiran
kkrn) in Indonesia. Among those who have been involved in this
club are Ahmad \flahib (d.1973),Djohan Effendi, Dawam Rahardjo,
Syu'bah Asa and so forth.

In t971, after the "New Order" government held its first election,
Mukti Ali received news from Jakarta that he was selected to be the
Minister of Religious Affairs.r8 h seems that rhis selection was the
result of his capacity as a Muslim scholar who was devoted to inter-
religious dialogue activities. That is to say that he was appointed in-
dividually, not representing any political party. Therefore, as he re-
flects in his memoirs about the time when he met President Soeharro.
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he knewwhat he should do with this new task. It is not too Presump-
tuous to say that Mukti Ali, serving the Minister of the Department

of Religious Affairs fromLgTTro 7978, brought to his office not only
the expected expertise, indefatigable energy and moral candor, but,

equally important, a vision for the future evolution of a multi-reli-
gious state bf Indonesia in keeping with the best program of a mod-

ern religious policy.
The untold story of Mukti Ali's road to the chair of ministry can

be traced in its process to the New Order's political plan to sharply
disengage the Department of Religious Affairs from ideological and

political loyalty to a certain party.In 1970, the Department was

loyal to the Nahdlatul Ulama 0{.U.)." It must be observed that be-

fore Mukti Ali, the Department of Religious Affairs was led by K.H.
Muhammad Dahlan, a leading figure in the N.U. who ordered the

Department to be associated with the N.U.'s political wing, and who,
in turn, played an important role in the policy re-orientation of the

Department, especially during the early years of the New Order.
Before the general election of 1977, the Department of Religious Af-
fairs was one of the politically poorest government bodies in Indone-

sia. Yet the New Order's huge campaign during 7970 t'o co-opt all
the government apparatus to become political suPPorters of Golongan

Karya (Functional Group), the ruling partf , did not markedly im-
prove the ideological orientation among the people in the Depart-
ment. It only created a small class of aPparatus, most of them intel-
lectuals in the Department, who placed their aspiration to Golongan
Karya. The Minister himself, K.H. Muhammad Dahlan, was still a

malleable instrument in the hands of the N.U., and, consequently,
party nepotism was rif.e at all levels of the Department.

Like nepotistic institutions everywhere, the Department of Reli-
gious Affairs attempted to re-structure its functional bodies such as

Islamic religious courts, research centers, or IAINs, based on like-
and dislike-minded considerations. Thus, for political support of its
policy and agenda the Department relied neither on the New Order
government nor on objective evaluation, but on the N.U' party lead-

ership. The Department, for instance, re-structured the administra-

tive and academic apparatus of the IAIN by appointing some impor-
tant figures of the N.U. to the offices of rector, vice rectors, deans

and so forth. The personnel of Islamic religious courts, both at re-

gional and national levels, likewise had strong affiliations to the N.U.
As a result, some people in the Department who were believed not
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to have affiliations to the N.U. were kicked out of their political
positions and become jobless in an uncertain time. Among those who
were victims of this re-structuring were Dr. Harun Nasution (Dean
of the Post-Graduate Program, IAIN of Jakarta), Dr. Muljanto
Sumardi (now Director of the Center for the Study of Islam and So-
ciety), Drs. Soenarjo (the former Rector of the IAIN in Jakarta), and
some other intellectuals of the Department whose origins were in
the Masjumi family.

For the New Order government, the presence of K.H. Muhammad
Dahlan and his N.U. predominant colleagues was clearly the main
cause of the difficulties in the political co-optation of the Depart-
ment into of Golongan Karya unit, as has already been observed.
Henceforth, one of the main aims in searching for a replacement for
K.H. Muhammad Dahlan was the disengagement of the Department
of Religious Affairs from its N.U.'s affiliation. At the same rime, rhe
people in the Department who were dissatisfied with the policy of
re-structuring founded in a forum called Korps Karyawan Departemen
Agama (Corps of the Government Employees of the Department of
Religious Affair$, a forum which later became a king maker in Mukti
Ali's road to the ministerial office. Through informal lobbying be-
tween Muljanto Sumardi, the main actor of the forum, and his col-
leagues at the Center for Strategy and International Studies, CSIS, in
Tanah Abang, the forum was then officially inaugurated by Soenawar
Soekowati, a leading figure of Golkar, in Ciputat, in April 7970.Even
though the Department of Religious Affairs tried to react against the
establishment of this forum, its existence and role in controlling the
expansion of the N.U in the Department was overwhelmingly evi-
dent due to CSIS political patronage. Muljanto Sumardi reflects on
his experience at the time when he and his associates struggled for
this goal as follows:

rVe certainly realized, that in order to fight back against the policy of re-
strucrurization, we could do nothing except through cooperating with the
power center of the New Order. At that time, in 1969, wherever we say

power center, it means the CSIS or the Tanah Abang group. In the Korps
Karyawan, wehave pah Narjo, former IAIN rector, who is close associate of
pa,t Sumiskum. Through the personal conracr wirh pak Sumiskum, we were
finally able to meet pah Ali Moertopo and, pah Soedjono Humardani. In the
first meeting at pak Moertopo's house, we were asked 'what do you want
from us?'. Then we explained our concern that we needed a replacement for
the Minister of Religious Affairs, because the Minister in charge was so fa-
vorable to the N.U.'s political agenda. \t(e told of our experiences in the
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IAIN of Jakarta, how N,U. members used a political pressure towards non-

N.U. people. \We were surprised that the New Order itself, the CSIS in this

respect, in fact had the same concern: that the government planned to bring

the Department into one of the main Golkar units. I remember pak Moer
said to us that 'actually we want to take that step (Golkarisas) after the

election, But, after learning ofyour aspiration' okay let us do it now .." This

was surprising; to me, at least. Here, our concerns matched each other in the

sense that there must be a new Minister for the Department of Religious

Affairs.ao

It was from this common concern that the CSIS and the Korps
Karyawan of the Department worked together for a total reorganiza-

tion of the Department of Religious Affairs according to new Plans
and ideals. In other words, a true reorganization is in the form of, as

the term implies, a radical change in the suPerstructure of the De-

partment from top to bottom; from the Minister to the lowest em-

ployee.
It was therefore decided to search for a proper candidate for the

Minister. From a meeting in Pacet, Bogor, in August 1970, between
Ali Moertopo, Soedjono Humardani (two Generals who for a long
time served as personal assistants to the President) and Muljanto
Sumardi's group, four candidatesr names arose. These were: Kafrawi
Ridwan, Anton Timur Jaelani, Bahrum Rangkuti, and Mukti Ali.
After a long discussion regarding the strengths and weaknesses of
each candidate, both the CSIS and the Korps Karyawan voted for
Mukti Ali as the right person for the position of Minister. Mul.ianto
Sumardi said that "Both Mukti Ali's special expertise in the problem
of inter-religious dialogue and the fact that he is a figure of
Muhammadiyah have led us to believe that he is the person whom
we have been looking for."+l As has been mentioned earlier, Presi-

dent Soeharto accepted the CSIS proposal with the exPectation that
Mukti Ali would devote his expertise and concern to the re-orienta-

tion of religious policy in Indonesia, which must go in the direction
of the New Order's ideals of a religio-political strategy of moderniza-

tion.
In connection with this, we may perceive that Mukti Ali's princi-

pal achievement was, therefore, the part he played in the political
orientation of the Department's policy which led to the mobiliza-
tion of religious practices in private life. Beyond this more limited
goal, Mukti Ali's fame derived from the more general improvement
in relations among religious communities in Indonesia, especially be-

tween Muslims and Christians.
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To sketch the analysis, we can assume that Mukti Ali's political
framework for his religious policies logically follows his accounts of
both the Indonesian Constitution of 1945 G.fLiD 7945) and the New
Order's creed of political modernization.a2 In theory, the Constitu-
tion of Indonesia, which came into being on August 17,7945 with
Independence, was the consummation of attempts to create a kind of
unity of the existing religious communities S4nsiim, Christian, Catho-
lic, Hindu and Buddhist) as an acceptable basis for a non-rheocraric
form of authority. As a result, it assumed a governmental structure
with powers distinguished between religious and political authori-
ties. But, by the same token, it established a type of state responsibil-
ity to support and to supervise religious life as a principal task of the
Government. The Constitution rhus recognized religious activities
and offices as inclusive parts of state political policy.al

Such a characteristic of the Constitution, as Mukti Ali conceives,
indicated thing which is often considered to be the basis of the ideol-
ogy of the New Order's modernization. To Mukti Ali, the New Order
government envisaged a general division of religious activities into
two parts, one purely religious, and the other political. Toward the
former end, the government is in favor of tolerance spelt out in terms
of support and encouragement vis-a-tsis religious life. Yet, while the
government respects the religious life of its subjects, it discourages all
religious trends that lean, or tend to lean, towards a political charac-
ter. Therefore, Mukti Ali has uniquely perceived that "it is the con-
cept of politics which I am convinced would improve the relation-
ship between Islam and the state in Indonesia."#

Mukti Ali, in this respect, tried ro counrer Muslims' fears con-
cerning the issue of an Islamic versus a secular state. In the1970s,
Indonesian Muslims still believed that modernizarion, upon which
the New Order's development policies are based, is a cultural strat-
egy for social development through the process of secularizarion, i.e.,
separation of religion and state. In responding ro rhese fears, Mukti
Ali profoundly argued that the government of Indonesia (by means
of the New Order) would be responsible for the development of reli-
gion and religious activities. He explicated his vision in the following
phrases:

... Indonesia has chosen its own way. It is not a theocratic state. It is not
secular either. Our state principle, Pancasila, is correct to mention belief in
God: showing that Indonesia is a multi-religious country. But, religion (Is-

lam), in its legal form, does not serve as rhe state principle.,. However, the
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government will observe an operative principle for religious communitres:

to protect, to assist, to support, to give guidance to all voices of religious

activities.45

This statement is in line with an exposition of the New Order's
political framework presented by Ali Moertopo $lZe-tltt).In his

book Strategi Pembangunan Nasional (The Strategy of National De-

velopment) Moertopo insisted that in order for the New Order to
follow the stages of development, any programs and policies made

by the government must not only accord to the social and pblitical
realities of Indonesia, but must also reflect a mental re-orientation of
the Indonesian people to be transformed into a modern society.6
One of the most significant social fields for the project of re-orienta-
tion mentioned above is religion.

Moertopo regarded religious ideology as "of threatening power
which may disturb the process of national development in Indone-
sia"az At first, he wished to argue, because of the spirit of religious
ideology which nurtured its aspiration with fanaticism and sectarian-

ism, with the absolute allegiance of the masses to their leaders, the
Government has to start eliminating the role of religious ideology in
political parties and organizations. Secondly, after the long period of
inharmonious relationships between Muslims and the state, the New
Order had great hopes - beginning in the mid 1970s in particular -
of transforming religion (Islam) to a private area of life by running
the mobilization of religious activities. This is partly anchored in the
fairly widespread interest in religious practices among Muslims, and
partly in the assumption that the success of education among Indo-
nesian Muslims at the village level has rendered easy the change from
struggle for an 'Islamic state" to the awareness of the desirability of
creating a religious society at large.a8

Within these two basic lines, the direction of the religious policy
of the Department of Religious Affairs during Mukti Ali's leadership

can be mapped out. Generally speaking, the religious policies of the
New Order are an attempt to create a religious society. The Govern-
ment, by means of the Department of Religious Affairs, brings with
those policies a tremendous program of religious activities -'as long
as they remain outside of politics - and takes care of everything
related to religious worship and instruction in schools, army corps',
prisons, hospitals, government offices and so forth. The Department
is also engaged in social and cultural development focused on the
preservation of religious traditions that exist in the country. These
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include traditional religious institutions , svch as pesantrens,with their
important elements.+e

This "strengthening faith' policy, as one may call it, went hand-
in-hand with a great propagation of tolerance for all the Indonesian
religious communities. Mukti Ali introduced the policy for inter-
religious dialogue.s At best, it can be perceived that besides the reli-
gious policies and programs are being aimed at keeping the religious
communities committed to the practice of religious duties, at the
same time, those policies must go hand-in-hand the call for peace

among them.
The dialogue policy was also generated by the fact that, in the

fifth year of the New Order's power, the relationships among the
religious communities, especially between Muslims and Christians,
had seen serious tension and violent conflict. This principally arose

due to the spectacular success of Christian missions in 1970.51 His-
torically speaking, it was after the failure of the Communist coup in
1965, thar Muslim communities in Indonesia felt themselves threat-
ened by the growing number of Christian churches. It appears that
between t966and 1970, when the Christian mission -operated with
a huge number of volunteers and focusing their effops on education,
health and monetary gifts- had great success in converting two mil-
lionJavanese Muslims to Christianity, manyMuslims began to blame
the Government of being in favor of the spread of Christianity.ss
This development in the relations between religious communities
led to overt tension. It was unfortunate that Mukti Ali came to lead
the Department while these inharmonious relations were at such an

intense level in Indonesian religious history.
Mukti Ali wished to characterize inter-religious dialogue as en-

counters between persons and groups with different religions or ide-
ologies in order to come to a common understanding on certain is-

sues, to agree and disagree with appreciation and, therefore, to work
with them to discover the secret of the meaning of life.53

A clear exposition on Mukti Ali's understanding of inter-religious
dialogue was presented in a \florld Conference of Religion and Peace

in Beirut, June,7973. His understanding of dialogue runs as:

...a process in which individuals and groups learn to wipe out fear and

distrust of each other and develop new relations based on mutual trust. A
dialogue is a dynamic contact between life and life - not only between one
rational view against the other - which is directed towards building the
world anew together,tn
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This is quite a new phenomenon for religious communities, at

least among Indonesians. In the past, when different religions or ide-

ologies met, it was mainly to overcome, or at least to teach, the other,
because each was completely convinced that it alone held the secret

of the meaning of human life. But, today, persons of different reli-
gions have slowly come to the conviction that the other religious
adherents have something important to learn from which they can

learn.
Based on this and other notions, the main goal of inter-religious

dialogue policy, to use Mukti Ali's own words, is "how the govern-
ment institutes a well functioning forum to bring the adherents of
religions in Indonesia to respect, to understand each other and to
make them feel that they are living together under the canopy of one

nation."55 In this respect, Mukti Ali was aware that it is difficult path
for inter-religious dialogue to result in total peace among religious
communities in a country such as Indonesia. But he was sincerely
convinced that there must be a certain socio-religious level of reli-
gious communities whom he may expect to contribute highly in the
activities of dialogue policy. As a result, what Mukti Ali could do

was to meet and to summon the elite class of religious communities
and work with them for dialogue: religious leaders, scholars, students,

intellectuals and so forth. Based on this background, the Forum for
Inter-Religious Consult ation (Muryauarah Antar - Umat Beragama) was
established in L972.% Chaired by Mukti Ali, this forum consisted of
five religious bodies representing their own communities. These were
the Council of the Ulama of Indonesia (l\4UD for the Muslims; the
Council of Bishops of Indonesia (P\flGI) for the Catholics; the Of-
fice of Indonesian Churches (DGD for the Protestants; the Masters of
Indonesian Buddhist (\ilalubi) for the Buddhists; and the Association
of Indonesian Hindu-Dharma.

There was no specific task and program to be carried out by this
forum. It was basically a forum to discuss, to consult and to contrib-
ute solution to the tensions among the religious communities, espe-

cially when particular problems come to the fore. "At best", as Mukti
Ali asserted, "we can expect this forum to propagate inter-religious
tolerance. And with dialogue in this forum, we will try to bring the
various communities to respect other religions and their adherents.'52

It is important to note, however, that Mukti Ali's inter-religious
dialogue ideas - as we have already seen - seem to some extent to be

an imperfect residue of the discourse of religious thought in modern
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Indonesia. This accounr was borne our of the fact thar even though
Mukti Ali's policy called the adherents of religion in Indonesia to be
tolerant, open and appreciative ro other religions, this assertion in
fact only touched the political and psychological sphere of those re-
ligious communities. In other words, the work and the obstacles of
the dialogue would depend mainly on a political will or the good
intentions of the communities, not on the encouragemenr rooted in
the internal strucrure of the epistemology of religious doctrine itself.

There are, no doubt, theological perspecrives by which Mukti Ali
tried to base his ideas on the Qur'An, the life of the Prophet and
early Islamic traditions, as an expression of his faith. There are asser-
tions as well which are clearly cired from the universal messages and
esoteric doctrines of other religious traditions, especially Christian-
ity and Hinduism.58 Bur, these ideas and assertions are principally
meant to preserve the Indonesian religious pluralism from being seen
in a political context and, consequenrly, due to their psychological
preference, appear to be superficial in their nature. This, and the fact
that neither appears to have a specific basis of thought nor ethical
formulation, leads one to believe that Mukti Ali's inter-religious dia-
logue theory relies on no distinctive and permanent philosophical
underpinnings as a basis for his insistence on rhe problem of dialogue
among religions. Therefore, compared ro rhe ideas of some Muslim
intellectuals who shared the same spirit about the inrer-religious dia-
logue, e.g., Nurcholish Madjid's paradigm of Kalimah SawA'(com-
mon term) andal-hanafi4ryatal-samhah (straighr and toleranr path), or
Djohan Effendi's Theology of Peace, or Muhammad Amin's Ethico-
Religious perspective, or, even, Komaruddin Hidayat's perenialism,
Mukti Ali's inter-religious dialogue is spiritually and ethically lack-
ing. This is perhaps the argument why, in response ro rhe problem of
internal tensions between dialogue and mission (da wah)which exist
in any religious tradition, Mukti Ali could not go beyond his politi-
cal preferences.

An example of this concerns his policy on methods of religious
propagation. \Vhen the programs of inter-religious dialogue were criti-
cized as ignoring the fact that faith conrains a religious mission, Mukti
Ali pointed out the ways rhat should be performed by religious com-
munities in political rerms. Each religion, if we wish to argue, claimed
from its start to be a universal message intended for humankind. Yet
each also claimed to be the final and universal expression of truth.
This latter claim creates the theological supposition in any religious
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tradition that a religion shouid be carried out by a "mission." In Is-

lam, for example, the Qur'ln calls Muslims to "go and call them to
the path of your Lord" (Q. 2:t3). In Christianity, too, the demand

for a mission was considered to be a massage of Christ: "Go, there-

fore, and make disciples in all nations." (Jvlatt. 28:19). Hence, how
could Mukti Ali deny the activities of religious mission?

Considering all these points, Mukti Ali tirelessly preached to c rry
out the mission in a wise way. He seemed to solve the contradictory
notion between inter-religious dialogue and religious missionary ac-

tivities in a political sphere. His clear decree on this was made in a

speech that he deiivered in front of national Christmas Eve audiences

in Jakarta in 7972, entitled: "An Adherent of A Religion ShouldNor Be

A Target of Religious Mission." Here, Mukti Ali urged religious com-
munities, Christians in this context, to carry out their religious mis-

sion in a more persuasive way. He strongly warned Christians by
saying:

It is impossible, however, to convert a person who has embraced a reli-
gion to leave his religious belief to embrace another religion, either by com-
pulsion or by offering material gifts; it is unworthy to exploit the weakness

of the uneducated, sick and young people to embrace a certain religion. ...It
is unworthy as well for religious people like us to try to convert a person by
attacking his religious belief and duties.5e

It is true that the spirit of this statement has become the founda-
tion of missionary activities throughout the New Order's religious
policy, although the points of this exposition have never been for-
mulated into a bill of regulation. But its achievement and success

must be examined in further research.

It should be clear from the discusion so far that Mukti Ali's frame-
work of his religious policy is meant to fulfil an important demand

for Indonesian society in preserving religious life and activities in a

modern state. Meanwhile, in political terms, the policy will bring
those religious communities nearer each other in positive understand-
ing and appreciation.

F{owever, in the midst of his ministerial career, Indonesian Mus-
lims -supported by the most foremost Islamic organizations in the
country: the NU and the Muhammadiyah- deeply regretted his

actions and protested when Mukti Ali and the Department of Reli-
gious Affairs tried to proceed a new bill for marriage regulation which
was considered to be an attemDt to "secularize" Islamic Law in Indo-
nesia.
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This was inJuly L973,whenthe New Order government, through
the Department of Religious Affairs and the Department of Justice,
presented the Marriage Bill to the People's Representatives (Dewan
Perutakikn RakTat, DPR) inJakarta. The bill was intended as a unifi-
cation and codification of the national law on marriage for Indone-
sian people across religious affiliations. It was also meant to be an

innovation of all the previous regulations concerning marriage, in-
cluding the Dutch Civil Code of L937, Law No. 32 of. L954, the Mar-
riage Bill for Muslims of 1968 and Law No. 14 o{.1970. Representing
the Government in this regards were Mukti Ali (the Minister of Re-

ligious Affairs) and Oemar Senoadji (the Minister of Justice). Because

there were several articles regarded byMuslims as fundamentally con-
tradictory to the principles of Islamic law, they strongly objected
and protested about the implementation of the Bill. The protest
reached its most dramatic event on September 2, 1973 when more
than 500 Muslim men and women took control the House of Parlia-
ment for 2 hours when Mukti Ali was presenting the government's
exposition of the Bill. The Muslims were outraged and the Minister's
presentation reached a deadlock. Ffowever, after the Government
dropped in a large number of marines the situation in the House of
Parliament was finally resolved.

The most crucial points of the proposed Marriage Bill of 1974

which aroused controversy for the Muslims were with regards to,
firstly, the position of civil courts which weakened the position of
religious courts (article 2: 1); secondly, the legality of inter-religious
marriages by the civil court (article 3 and 40: 1); thirdly, the status of
adopted children who would have the same status as natural borne
children (Articles 8 c and 62); fourthll, the status of children borne
by unmarried women [engaged] being equal with children borne by
married women (articles 1.3 and 62); and the possibility of a husband
having more than one wife without a limit of 4 (article 3:2).@ It was
on these points that the Muslims considered the Bill to contain po-
litical plots towards the secularization of Indonesian Muslims.

Muslims accused Mukti Ali, as the Minister, of having been re-
sponsible for the formulation of the Bill due to the fact that there
were no Muslim leaders or 'ulamh' consulted about its formulation.
The accusation even went further that Mukti Ali was suspected as

having shared a political agenda with the CSIS, dominated by Catho-
lics and followers of Javanese spiritualism, to work together in the
direction of a policy of de-Islamizarion.6r
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After long discussions and informal lobbies took place between

the Government and Muslim leaders, including many informal meet-

ings held at Mukti Ali's ministerial residence, the Government fi-

n^'ily r...pted the request of the Muslims to make radical changes in
the bill. T-he presideni conceded ro the Muslim Faction in the People

Representatives that all the points which aroused the controversy

would be deleted. At last, the new formulation of the Marriage Bill
was presented and proceeded in the Parliamenr on December 22, L973,

and was signed by President Soeharto on Decemb er 22, t973 to be-

come the Indonesian Marriage Law of.I974.
Mukti Ali himself did not clearly detail the story related to the

Muslim's accusarions about his'invisible role' in this issue. In his

defense of his ministerial position, and the fact that he also shared the

same opinions as the Muslims, he tried to clarify, written twenty
years litter, rhe conrroversy of the Marriage Bill of 1974. His story
goes as follows:

I was in a dilemmatic position. It was Kowani [Korps rVanita Indonesia,

Corps of Indonesian V'omenlwho strongly asked for the Bill to proceed' You

know who the Koannis are. There are only a few Muslim women in this

organization. They do not know Islamic Law either. They were very tiring

days for me to explain to them. But, they strongly argued that this is a must

in a modern state like Indonesia. Therefore, I could not do much. I was in a

dilemma. But we have to understantl that there is no such thing as the so-

called secularization by the New Order government. It is not true.c

Vhatever the case, Mukti Ali said that he was also proud to be the

Minister of Religious Affairs who reconciled between the Govern-

ment and the Muslim's religious aspirations.
Mukti Ali completed his ministerial career in 1978 following the

end of the First Dlvelopment Cabinet. lVe have no clues as to why
his name was not included in the proceeding cabinet when the Sec-

ond Development cabinet was formed in L979. He then returned

since then to Yogyakarra ro conrinue teaching and writing in the

Facultyof Fundamentals of Religion in the IAIN of Yogyakarta. Many
books-have been written, many students have been supervised, many

articles have been produced during this post-ministerial career. To

date, Mukti Ali still lives and works as a lecturer for the IAIN post-

graduate program.
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Indonesia and the Challenge of Pluralism
Indonesia is an obviously multi-religious counrry. All the major

world religions - Islam, Christianity, Hinduism and Buddhism -
are represented. Although Muslims are rhe largest percenrage of the
population (87 'A, and have often held importanr posirions in Indo-
nesian history, it is impossible to place other religious adherents as

second class citizens. The quesrion that may be posed is in whar way
Indonesians Qvluslim in particular) can prevent unity and accept the
reality of religious pluralism. There is no single answer. But, for Mukti
Ali, inter-religious dialogue would be an important discourse of reli-
gion in Indonesia, since this is the only means by which rhe commu-
nities of faith may accepr the disparity of belief and theological dis-
agreement.

Muslims and non-Muslims - I will pav more arrenrion to Chris-
tianity here - have, since independen.i, hrd an ambivalent relation-
ship which, at one and the same time, has held possibilities of deep
and violent conflict as well as consrrucrive and meaningful dialogue.
Many attempts have been made to call for rolerance, dialogue and
appreciation: government policies, conferences, seminars, intellec-
tual debates, religious workshops are only a few examples. Yet ten-
sion seems to remain among religious communities.

Mukti Ali found thar there are rhree areas of activity in Indonesia
in which the roots of Muslim and Christian conflicrs can be clearlv
observed. These are: firstly, colonialization; secondly, evangelization
(Christian mission) and; thirdly, political rivalry among the religious
communities. It is, in my view, necessary to discuss Mukti Ali's find-
ings at some length.

In a paper presenred at the Conference of Dialogue Between Men
of Living Faith in Beirut, 1920, Mukri Ali tried to describe Indone-
sian Muslims' attitude roward the Christian missionary acriviries.
Basing his opinion on some incidents in Java, Irian and Aceh, he
wrote:

In Indonesia, the Muslims have been experiencing these kind of lies and
slanders. Chrisdan preachers are consciously distorting the verses of the
Qur'Xn for their propaganda purposes. ...They visit the houses of Muslims
when the husbands are not at home and try to entice their wives and chil-
dren to Christianiry.5l

In another passage, he wrote:
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The Christian mission has enjoyed its relationship with foreign coun-

tries, ...a number of foreign missionaries were detained by local authorities

for being involved in instigating uibesmen to revolt against the Indonesian

government. It was said that the Christian missionaries were helping to or-

ganize rhe unfortunare trouble.,.It is clear that foreign christian missionar-

ies do not hesitate to interfere in the domestic affairs of any country, regard-

less of whether this deed is detrimental to the unity of the nation or not.*

Such statements are held true in the opinion of most revivalist

Muslims in Indonesia; a group which tends to be severely critical of
Christian missionary works. For them, Christian missionaries have a

long history of cooperation with colonialism, with which they en-

joyid a symbiotic relationship. This was very much the case in the

methods of colonialism used by the Dutch, British, and Portuguese

in Indonesia. Flence, Muslims regard missionary work as of greater

harm to their countries than colonialism, because colonialism only
penetrated Indonesian lands under the cover of missionary activities.

This feeling of hatred has occupied - and continues to do so - the

minds and pens of educated Muslims. One of these, H.M. Rasjidi'

who was educated first in EWpt and later in Europe, has made this
problem one of his longlife occupations. His book Muslim Ummah's

Responses to tbe Expansion of Christiani4t (Sikap Umat Islam Terhadap

Peiluasan Agama Kristen), has provided an important description of
how Muslims should perceive Christian missionary activities.

Rasjidi has generally viewed the aim of Christian missionaries as a

well-planned and well-executed Process of westernizing the Muslim
world. He argues that, because of the close cooperation between mis-

sionaries and colonial powers, their religious mission becomes un-

clear. Therefore, Rasjidi concluded, the motives behind missionaries

are not very religious. This is because their primary aim is to west-

ernize Indonesia; not to embrace their religion. Rasjidi then goes on

to define the process of westernization as follows:

'!0esternization, in its simplest concepdon, is the conditioning of Mus-

lims to willingly accept the western mentality and reject the fundamentals

[of Islam] which impose on Muslim society a particular identity and a spe-

cific Islamic character. In addition, it seeks to raise doubts concerning Is-

lamic principles.65

If we observe Muslims' responses to Christian missionary activi-
ties in the other Muslim world, Sayyid Qutb, the most leading ideo-

logue of Ikhwin al-Muslimin of Egypt, shares the same feeling as
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Rasyidi's. In his book Amriki al-lati ra'aitu (America That I See) Qrtb
condemned everything related to missionary acriviries. Here, afrer
presenting the political crime of colonialism, Qutb stated "mission-
ary work to be altogether evil." It is evident, he argues, that western
society is itself atheistic. It is a materialistic sociery which knows no
meaning of the spirit. Then, referring to his experience of living in
America for several years, he continues: "America, which worships
gold, iron and petrol, has nonetheless covered half of the earth with
missionaries. Likewise, Italy, while showing hostility to the Church
in its struggle for independent starehood, has nonetheless built its
imperialistic policy on rhe efforts of missionaries.'g

Based on this and other notions, most Muslim peoples have come
to suspect missionary work. Behind every missi onary activity they
see colonial interests. Indonesian Muslims are no exceprion. Rasjidi,
for instance, explicitly wrore, "the battle between the missionaries
and Islam is not one of religion; rarher, it is one whose aim is political
and economic dominati on."&

In addition to this mistrustful arrirude towards Evangelist work,
the struggle for power in most of the Muslim world appears to imbue
what Mukti Ali phrased as "religious differences with political sig-
nificance."6 In Indonesia, which is a predominantly Muslim coun-
try, political struggles between religious communities sharply in-
creased after independence and reached in as intense degree with the
rise of the New Order in 7966. Mukti Ali observed that the political
conflict between religious communities mainly rests on how non-
Muslims, during the formative period of Indonesia, have been threat-
ened by the ongoing struggle of Muslims to establish an Islamic state,
a struggle which has taken place not only in politics, but also in the
form of military revolts.t Up until this time, although Pancasila (not
Islam) is a firm basis for the national Constitution, non-Muslims have
not undergone a thorough, comfortable feeling of their social and
political position. It is for this reason that, Mukti Ali argues, these
communities attempt to increase their political mobility into power
which tends to bear conflict with the Muslim majority. This political
rivalry has created a situation in which Muslim and non-Muslim breth-
ren exhibit a deep-felt dislike for the each other's values and doc-
trines.

Therefore, it may be some what clear in our discussion that the
main obstacle to peace among religious communiries in Indonesia by
far is the mistrust, misgiving, and misunderstanding that has occurred
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throughout the nation's religious history. This, in its turn, involves
how they perceive and change their attitudes within the basic frame-
work of the universal message of religion, which rranscends all po-
litical and economic considerations.

In this respect, Mukti Ali believes that instead of looking ar our
past history, revising old prejudices, imagining the victory of our
own religion, we -as members of a religious community- have to
be prepared to achieve ro a common rerm (to use Nurcholish Madjid's
term of Kalimah sauL) for undersranding and fruitful cooperarion.
Speaking from the point of view of a Muslim, Mukti Ali hoped that:

As far as the Muslims are concerned, their hands are always stretching to
their Christian brethren. \What they want is freedom and peace. Muslims
believe that this is a time of cooperation and national development. ...This is
not the Middle Ages when the spirit of the Crusades was dominant. Let us
try to work together fruitfully and creatively for the benefit of mankind,
whether he is Christian, Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist or otherwise.To

All this is true for the modern Indonesian religious problem. Along
the lines of the spirit of Mukti Ali's asserrion, one may argue rhat our
problem today is no longer the problem of faith or religious affilia-
tion. It is rather disparities among people in terms of wealth, democ-
racy, industrial development, and the exploitation of the resources
and markets of poor people by the rich. To be sure, the old religious
issues and deep-seated prejudices and hostilities lie ar the root of
mankind's conflict today.

This is a challenge not jusr for Muslim alone, but for all people of
faith in Indonesia, and it is a challenge for dialogue roo.

Mukti Ali and the New Order's Agenda ?

Mukti Ali's religious thought rrea6 rhe quesrion of faith and reli-
gious communities not only as an issue of a system of belief, but also
as social and political phenomena. To speak of a "religion", as far as

Mukti Ali is concerned, is to speak of many things such as faith,
systems of doctrine, or accepted sets of riruals. But when one looks at
how a Muslim, a Christian, a Hindu, or a Buddhist regards himself
and his group, it is the sense of community that asserts itself at every
turn. Hence, the controlling principle of a certain religious attitude
possesses social and political meaning based on a powerful sense of
communal solidarity. It is in this important point that we can ob-
serve Mukti Ali's preferences for, firstly, the mobilization of reli-
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gious life in modern Indonesia and, secondly, to the propagarion of
inter-religious dialogue.

In terms of its spirit, rhese preferences are closely related to at-
tempt towards the political re-orientation of religious life and acrivi-
ties in the New Order's policy of modernization.It is New Order
policy to disengage religious activities from their political atmosphere.
The government, in general, assists, protects, supports, and even pro-
vides guidance for religious practices. It implements and supervises
religious instructions in state schools and universities. It also regu-
lates the practices and supervises everything related to the registra-
tion of Muslim marriage(nikih),the revocarion of repudiation ?uj\,
and divorce @hq). Moreover, the governmenr granrs material help
for the renovation and upkeep of the religious places of worship and
institutions. All of this is aimed at assisting the Indonesians to per-
form their religious duties with the condition rhat these pracrices
remain outside the political arena.

More significant still is that these policies are in line with the gov-
ernment hope of uniting the Indonesian religious communities
through a specific cuhural srraregy by which rhe governmenr can
improve the dialogue berween the adherents of different religions.
The government perceives Indonesian society as one with certain
important characteristics: harmonious, equal, family-oriented and,
in turn, very religious.zl Based on this perceprion, a dialogue between
religious communities is, therefore, inherently rooted not only in
every religion of the Indonesian people (Islam, Christianity, Catho-
lic, Hinduism, Buddhism), but also in their cultural sysrems. Moenopo
wrote at some length explaining why inter-religious dialogue is nec-
essary:

The principle of Belief in One Supreme God in Pancasila emphasizes a

religious attitude. It does not emphasize one of the religious systems. This is
because a religious attitude can be mani{ested in many forms of expression,
either in religion or in certain sysrems of belief. Therefore, this principle
does not serve as a theocratic state. Rather, because of the religious attitude
mendoned above, we should respect and understand other religions and sys-
tems of belief. It is stated that Indonesia guaranrees religious freedom, em-
bracing any religion or system of belief. Indonesian sociery also expecrs ro
build peace beween religious communities, based on the principle of the
family. There are, of course, differences between religions and systems of
belief, but this is not necessarily conflict. ... Because, the most important
issue is how religion and systems of belief become striking forces towards
the process of humanizarion, and not the process of de-humanizarion.T2
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He points out that the state apparatus, by means of the Depart-
ment of Religious Affairs, serves as an important agent through which
inter-religious dialogue may work in practice.

However, although there is a parallel between Mukti Ali and the

general policy of the New Order, it is too presumptuous to say that
Mukti Ali's religious thought has been totally framed by, or has tried
to justify, the political agenda of the New Order's ideology of mod-

ernization. Thus H.M. Rasyidi, for example, totally mistakes this in
an article in which Mukti Ali has been accused as being framed by
the New Order government due to the controversy of the Marriage
Bill of 1973 andthe admission of Javanese spiritual beliefs into part of
the Department of Religious Affairs which led to a political vote in
the Parliament. In doing so, H.M. Rasjidi must have also mistaken

when he tried to suggest that the spread of Christianity during the
New Order era (most notably after 7970) principally resulted from
Mukti Ali's dialogue policy which allowed the Christian missionar-
ies to work more effectively.T3

One wonders, in fact, how is it possible for people to misplace

Mukti Ali in certain issues of political and religious events and, worse
still, to ignore the fact that the problems of dialogue among religions
and religious communities have become a distinctive concern for
Mukti Ali since the early period of his intellectual career, at least

after his return from McGill University, in 1957.

It must be observed here, however, that the misunderstanding and

confusion of some Muslims about his dialogue policy and other po-
litical expositions are basically due to the assumption that the entire
religious thought of Mukti Ali is simply a product of his ministerial
career, i.e., a sublimation of his political activities and intrigues be-

tween 7977 and L978, an assumption which seems to be erroneous.
Another factor which may have led to this misplace or misreading is

Mukti Ali's socio-religious background and affiliation, i.e., the fact
that he was raised in a traditional the N.U. santri social milieu and

then entered and became one of the prominent figures of a puritan-
modernist organization, Muhammadiyah.

As befits his religio-intellectual journey, the first assumption is
obviously not valid. This means that his political career did hot in-
spire him and his commitment to the struggle for peace among Indo-
nesian religious communities and, accordingly, to build religious plu-
ralism. There is no doubt, as shown by the process of his selection as

Minister, that there were coincident between the New Order's po-
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litical strategy of modernization and Mukti Ali's personal expertise
and concern. But, even this is not a sufficient argument to assume
that the political steps made by the CSIS and Muljanto Sumardi's
Korps Karyawan of the Department of Religious Affairs were in-
tended to initiate Mukti Ali into being a political agent of the New
Order's religious policy. One can discern, in fact, that Mukti Ali's
religious thought never exhibited a significant switch from one side
to another either before or after he served as Minister of Religious
Affairs. It is evidently true that his understanding of Islam and his
concern with the problem of religious communities shows a con-
stant dynamic up until today. However, there is only one possibility
where we may assume a link between the New Order's polirical
agenda and Mukti Ali's religious thought. This is in the fact that
Mukti Ali, spurred by his pattern of politico-religious conceprs,
opened the means by which the New Order regime was able ro run a

policy compatible to the agenda of modernization, as we shall see

later.
The second factor, Mukti Ali's socio-religious milieu, is more likely

- considering the inclusive parrern of political and religious orienra-
tion articulated by most traditi onal santri organizations such as rhe
N.U. - an important inspiration to his vision for dialogue. Bur, even
if the second factor is correct, by itself this assumption cannot fur-
ther explain the overwhelming evidence pointing ro rhe fact that the
spirit of inter-religious dialogue developed by Mukti Ali is in essence
not compatible with the spirit of the revivalist-oriented fashion which
is commbnly expressed by puritan-modernist organizations, or, more
precisely, by Muhammadiyah. Even though Mukti Ali's political at-
titude may not be on a par with that of rnore politically and reli-
giously accomplished revivalists, such as H.M. Rasjidi and Lukman
Harun, he is nonetheless a Muhammadiyah at heart.

That the Muhammadiyah movement, in which Mukti Ali had
been trained, educated and brought up, possesses a revivalistic spirit
in its political and religious orientation is basically rrue. As com-
monly held by observers of Indonesia, Muhammadiyah is regarded
as a modernist-renewal movement which has devoted itself to the
struggle against the mystical trends of Islamic rituals and Islamic syn-
cretism which marked and marred the early growth of Islam in Indo-
nesia. In its doctrinal preferences, this movement stresses the exclu-
sive authority of the Qur'Xn and the Sunnah of the Prophet in deter-
mining what constitutes Islamic belief and practices. These purifica-
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tion and salafl (revivalist) spirit have placed Muhammadiyah among
the reformist organizations that took a menacing position against

sufism and sufi orders (wreknt).More importantly still, in its revival-
ist development, most notably by the rising tide of activities of the
Christian Mission at the end 1960s, Muhammadiyah by and large

became the leading Muslim organization in Indonesia to be a severe

opponent of the works of the Christian missions, both politically
and culturally.za

Considering all these revivalistic tendencies in Muhammadiyah,
one may argue that it is impossible to find a connecting line, either
direct or indirect, between Mukti Ali's concern with the problem of
inter-religious dialogue and his activities in this organization. It is
impossible mainly because the spirit of revivalism would not allow
space for inter-religious dialogue, which requires openness, tolerance,
and great appreciation.

However, even though the root of Mukti Ali's preference for in-
ter-religious dialogue is blurred and unclear, the perceptive reader
cannot help but witness his great intellectual change at the time when
he stayed, studied, and befriended fellow students and professors at

McGill University. Put more conclusively, it was Wilfred Cantwel
Smith who gave birth to his concern with the discourse of inter-
religious dialogue. From his arrival at Montreal until his return to
Indonesia, he seemed to be very impressed by this professor. Mukti
Ali wrote in his memoirs:

lVhen I went to Canada, I was surprised, because Prof. Smith himself,
together with rs/o students, picked me up at the airport. He said to me:
"rlflelcome, Mr. Ali!" I asked my self, why did Prof. Smith come to the
airport just to pick me up?.75

Then, his impression continued to increase when Smith intro-
duced him a new approach to religious studies, to use his own term,
a comparative approach. In addition, the method of lecturing pre-
sented by Smith made Mukti Ali lose his own criticism.

Before studying in Canada, I knew nothing about the science of Com-
parative Religion. My specialization in Pakistan was Islamic History. There-
fore, although at McGill I studied with many professors, such as Niyazi
Berkes from Turkey, Villiam Bugly from Britain, Prof. Bahy from Egypt, I
paid more attention to Prof, Smith's courses. I cannot explain why. There
are some reasons, of course. First is regarding the system of study that we
used; and second, I liked his method of analysis...
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Most important of all is thar Prof. Smith inroduced me ro a new ap-
proach to Islamic studies. He used the comparative analysis of religious stud-
ies, namely, trying to see a cerrain subject of religious phenomenon from all
its aspects. I called this a 'holistic approach" to religion, an approach which
endrely influenced my way of thinking, or even, in a larger conrexr, changed
my anitude in understanding human life...76

Taking into considerarion the intellecrual accomplishment re-
flected'in the last story from Mukti Ali's memoirs, the process of
change depicted in his concern with the problem of inter-religious
dialogue may be seen as a religio-intellectual rransformarion in which
Mukti Ali is preoccupied with the awakening of the personal quesr,
i.e, the interaction between religious communities in his counrry.
This process ended with Mukti Ali's attainmenr of a new horizon of
religious life through his studies with \V.C. Smith.

For Mukti Ali, then, V.C. Smith was nor merely an intellectual
inspiration, but also someone whose ideas and intellectual journey
shared the same spirit and direction as his. Vith regards ro Mukti
Ali's preference for an empirical method of studying religion, for
example, Smith had already emphasized the issue when he tried to
explain religious phenomena among Muslim communiry in India.
He wrote: 'Academic study of a religious community musr be simul-
taneously accepted by that community, and, of course, by the aca-
demic society as well, including those who are nor involved in the
research. In the science of Comparative Religion, therefore, an im-
portant task of a researcher is to formulate statements that can be
accepted by two religious communiries, as well as being accepred by
the academic world."z To this end, rV.C. Smith is internationally
recognized as a scholar with the spirit to find a better alternative for
religious studies, particularly Islam.

As is rightly claimed by noted scholars such as Mahmoud Ayoub
(one of Smith's students at Harvard), Monrgomery Watt, Hans Kung
and John Esposito, tV.C. Smith is one of the few western scholari
who has sympathetic experrise on Islam and its religious system. This
is because Smith believes that religion is a kind of path through which
men and women 'personally' work for their lives. Religious sym-
bols, rituals and institutions become important if we understand what
those symbols mean. It is a great improvement (in the Wesrern schol-
arship, at least) if an observer in religious studies realizes that whar
they should observe is not the sysrem of religious belief as such, but
rather the a person with a certain religion, or, more or less, some-
thing internal about their personal faith.
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Smith's point that faith is something personal leads one to per-

ceive that not only does the study of religion not result in anlthing
without relying its argument on the adherent of that religion, but the
perspective used by Smith also basically provides space for dialogue
between the observer and a religious person. Consequently, it also

opens up the possibility of dialogue among religious communities. In
connection with this, Smith insists that there is no valid conclusion
on a certain religion that we study, unless this conclusion is accepted

by the people who adhere to that religion.
By this statement, Smith attempts to bring the study of religion

onto a level in which an observer has to understand that the meaning
of a religious symbol can be achieved by him/her through the people
of that religion. The question that may be raised is how a person may
perceive his own religion as truth, but at the same time, accept the
truth claimed by a person of a different religion. Responding to this
question, Smith wishes to argue that there is no exclusive truth in
religious life. He warned Christians not to be exclusive by acting as if
they alone know and possess the truth. He states:

I warn the Christians that there is no absolute, impersonal and static
truth in Christianity; Christianity will become true if you and I, as Chris-
tians, give it meaning in a profound way from day to day."78

This statement was followed precisely by Mukti Ali when in 1973

he delivered a speech in at A Conference of Religions and Nations:
In Search of Vorld Communities. He wrote:

Religious adherenu must have confidence that they can be good reli-
gious adherents and, at the same time, they can do good for those with dif-
ferent religions....

There is no need for a religious group to become a good religious group
by not being good to other groups of different religions.Te

It is within this important point that one may perceive the paral-
lel between the spirit of Mukti Ali's religious thought with that which
is imagined by Ali Moertopo and his colleagues in the CSIS on the
meaning of religion and systems of religious belief (aliran
kepercayaan). In other words, by perceiving that faith is personal;
that faith includes any system of religious belief such as Javanese spiri-
tualism; that religion should be carried out with dialogue, and so

forth, Mukti Ali actually provides some room for the New Order's
government to work with this kind of "Smithian thought" towards a
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modern religious policy in Indonesia. One may argue, moreover,
that the coincident between the three wings of political interest at
the time of re-organization of the Department of Religious Affairs in
L97Q -i.e.,the CSIS, Muljanto Sumardi's Korps Karyawan, and Mukti
Ali - is based entirely on level of ideas; not on a political agenda.

Conclusion
The forgoing discussion has attempted to understand adequately

and to evaluate fairly Mukti Ali's preference for inter-religious dia-
logue. It has revealed several significant facts about him and his ac-

tivities, most of which have never been treated seriously. At the
same time, it has dispelled some popular misunderstandings regard-
ing the inspiration or the original insight of his concern. Thus it can
be said Mukti Ali's religious thought is not a direct product of his
political career, in which he shared the same religious policy as rhat
of the New Order government. Nor is it not inspired by his activities
in the revivalist organization of Muhammadiyah. Rather, it issues

more from Mukti Ali's own deep religious bent and his intellectual
quest.

lil(/e can discern the following identifiable qualities in the religious
thought of Mukti Ali: 1) it represents a modern Islamic discourse
that has been produced as part of the dynamics of Indonesian intel-
lectual history; 2) it is a cross-religious movement which brings the
existing Indonesian religious communities closer rogerher, both po-
litically and religiously; 3) it tries to prevent the basic premises of
Indonesian religious pluralism; 4) it has reinterpreted the Islamic
thought in a way that lends itself to a functional meaning.
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